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ABSTRACT 
THISARTICLE EXAMINES THE QUESTION, “What differences do libraries 
and librarians make?” primarily from the perspective of geographical com- 
munities. The article first states the reasons why this is an essential research 
question and describes the contributions of current public library planning 
tools to the determination of impact. It then takes a broad look at the frame- 
work that is essential for the intellectual development of this topic and the 
ability to answer the question, including methodological approaches and 
theoretical frameworks that will be discussed throughout. While the authors 
pose this research problem as an evaluation question, this article examines 
contributions of research in several areas-particularly professional prac- 
tice, especially reference research that has been informed by qualitative 
methods-to its solution. Finally, the authors examine approaches to study-
ing context as a framework for determining the impacts of library services 
and include a brief presentation of findings from a recent study of “How 
Libraries and Librarians Help: Context-Centered Methods for Evaluating 
Public Library Efforts at Bridging the Digital Divide and Building Commu- 
nity,” funded by the Institute of Museums and Library Services (IMLS) .l 
WHAT DIFFERENCES AND LIBRARIANSDo LIBRARIES 
MAKEIN A COMMUNITY?THEBASICQUESTION 
RESEARCHERSAND LIBRARIANSFAILTO ANSWER 
Periodically, the field becomes aroused because libraries have been over- 
looked in a landmark study of societal institutions, ignored in a major gov- 
ernment report, or omitted from important legislation that could improve 
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libraries’ capacity to contribute to the solution to a societal problem. Why, 
professionals ask themselves, could the library have been ignored in this 
major study of X or this major federal initiative involvingw In an essay en- 
titled “Where are Libraries in Bowling Alone?”Jean Preer, like many before 
her, bemoaned the fact that “libraries are notably absent” from the conscious- 
ness of a major researcher or decision-maker. In this case the work was R o b  
ert Putnam’s “compelling and widely-heralded work on social capital (Preer, 
2001, p. 60; Putnam, 1995; Putnam, 2000). Throughout her short article 
Preer asserts (to the readers of Amm’cnnLibrun’es) that libraries do, indeed, 
foster social capital, and that Putnam has ignored their contributions. She 
argues that for more than a century public libraries have worked to create 
an informed citizenry and to build community. Preer concludes that librar- 
ies contribute to most of the conditions that Putnam predicts will create “a 
more engaged civic and community life” including stimulating the civic en- 
gagement of young people and fostering tolerance, arts and cultural activi- 
ties, and activities that inform citizens (Preer, 2001, p. 62). 
Documenting the number of times the kinds of concerns raised by Dr. 
Preer have been voiced would fill many more pages than are allotted for 
this entire issue. At one point Preer quotes 1934 ALA President Gratia A. 
Countryman’s response to the absence of libraries in a major 1930s study 
ofAmerican life: “What have we done or not done that this can be so?Why 
is it that we have not impressed ourselves, as an important and essential 
institution, upon the governing body or upon intelligent authors and schol- 
ars? Is it in the very nature of our work that it should be so, or is it in our- 
selves?” (Preer, 2001, p. 62). Since that time libraries have been absent from 
scores of major studies of societal issues, major legislation designed to solve 
societal problems, and the funding priorities of a number of foundations. 
Preer’s frustration “That Putnam could miss the connection is a distress-
ing reminder of the way in which libraries are simultaneously ignored and 
taken for granted” reflects the frustration expressed by generations of li- 
brarians and researchers (Preer, 2001, p. 62). Putnam, of course, is only one 
of many influential individuals or organizations over the decades who have 
lacked the awareness of existing and potential impacts of library services 
necessary to assess libraries’ contributions to the solutions to particular 
societal issues or problems. It is easy to replace “Putnam” with any number 
of major researchers, the federal government, the media, local decision- 
makers, etc. The sheer number of individuals and institutions who have 
failed over the decades to see the contributions of libraries to society should 
alert the field that the messages currently being sent do not convey the 
contributions that libraries and librarians make to their communities. 
Authors in this issue were charged to identify significant and research- 
able questions, describe prior research that could prove useful, and suggest 
methodologies for future work. This article addresses the broad question, 
“What differences do libraries and librarians make in the lives of individu- 
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als, their families, neighborhoods, the community organizations that serve 
them, and the larger community?” It is essential to realize that this basic 
question has been elusive for a century. Librarians as a profession have been 
committed to excellence during this entire period, but have lacked the tools 
that could provide the answers. Efforts of librarians to quantify excellence 
for several decades were focused on standards, inputs, and more recently, 
outputs, none of which are capable of answering that question. In the last 
decade of the twentieth century two quite different external forces-1. the 
radically changed environment in which libraries operate, and 2. the pres- 
sure from external agencies for institutional accountability-brought this 
question to the attention of both librarians and researchers. 
THEIMPERATIVE:WHYTHISQUESTION MUSTBEANSWERED 
There is a major demand across the public sector for accountability that 
began, coincidentally, with the development of the Internet. This demand 
began at the federal level of government: “Fiscal conservatism, the devolu- 
tion of responsibility to the states, and skepticism about social programs [are 
now driving both evaluation and] national policy making” (Rossi et al.,1999, 
p. 19).In a recent article these authors addressed this important question 
from the perspective of pressures that are forcing librarians to begin to seek 
out indicators and measures of outcome (Durrance and Fisher-Pettigrew, 
2002).2In that article we discussed the convergence of factors within and 
outside of librarianship that has created an environment conducive to the 
development and use of indicators of impact of library services. Advances 
in evaluation research are certainly an important enabling factor. More 
importantly, however, demands for public-sector accountability and govern- 
mental activities aimed at determining service outcomes have driven the 
widespread need in the public sector (and among nonprofits) for identify- 
ing and adopting outcome measures. 
Reflecting a loss of citizen confidence in the work of governmental agen- 
cies, the 1990s brought a convergence of thought among decision-makers 
that federal, state, and local governmental agencies, institutions, and non- 
profit organizations must begin to reshape public services and products to 
focus more on accountability. During that period the U.S. federal govern- 
ment identified reinventing government as a priority and focused on devel- 
oping approaches government agencies could use to demonstrate their ac- 
countability (Osborne & Gaebler,1992).Two federal initiatives have guided 
these government mandates: the Government Performance and Results Act 
(GPRA) of 1993and the Government Accounting Standards Board Concepts 
Statement #2 in 1994 (Institute of Museum and Library Services [IMLS], 
2000;Multnomah County Auditor’s Office, 2000).GPRA requires every gov- 
ernment agency “to establish specific objective, quantifiable, and measur- 
able performance goals for each of its programs. Each agency must annual- 
ly report to Congress its level of achievement in reaching these goals” 
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(Sheppard, 2000). “When GPRA is fully implemented, it will directly impact 
state and local governments that receive Federal funding by requiring them 
to report on program results’’ (Multnomah County Auditor’s Office, 2000, 
p. 2).  Thus, demand for public sector accountability is a key factor in the 
changing evaluation horizon across the public sector. 
The federal agency most concerned with public library development and 
excellence, IMLS, poses the question, “What differences do libraries and 
museums make?” While the federal government, through the work of IMLS, 
demands that librarians develop measures of outcome that will indicate 
“benefits to people: specifically, achievements or changes in skill, knowledge, 
attitude, behavior, condition, or life status for program participants” (IMLS, 
2001), the approaches most commonly used to evaluate libraries are still fo- 
cused on the institution rather than its users. IMLS has warned that “if mu-
seums and libraries do not take the responsibility for developing their own 
set of credible indicators, they risk having someone else do it for them” 
(IMLS, 2000). These moves toward accountability bring the public sector 
into an era of mandated development of outcomes. Because there is now 
an urgency to articulate messages that resonate with those who influence 
public policy decisions, there has been a rush to develop ways to measure 
outcomes. It is essential that this work is informed by relevant research. 
TODAY’S PLANNING TOOLSPUBLICLIBRARY AND ASSESSMENT 
For well over a century, the public library, an American invention, has 
worked to make contributions to the lives of citizens of the community. The 
literature of that effort is quite extensive and out of the scope of this arti- 
cle. We note, however, that this literature examines the broad-ranging roles 
that public libraries have undertaken in their communities (Molz & Dain, 
1999; Van Slyck, 1995). The breadth of services undertaken by this institu- 
tion led over time to the development of several generations of planning 
tools that have increased public library planning effectiveness and the de- 
velopment of effective mission statements, goals, and objectives (Palmour 
et al., 1980; McClure et al., 198’7; Himmel &Wilson, 1998; Nelson, 2001). 
These tools have fostered a new generation of mission statements that 
seek to distill the library’s purposes and values while articulating the ap- 
proaches used to fulfill them. Statements developed today often emphasize 
the needs the library seeks to meet. Mission statements reflect the desire of 
librarians to  show that libraries serve a vital role in their community. Public 
library mission statements increasingly are framed to indicate the value of 
the public library to the community from the perspective of its contributions 
to the lives of citizens. Mission statements show that libraries seek to: 
“promotethe development of independent, self-confident, and literate 
citizens”;3 
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“enhance the personal development” of citizens “by seeking to meet 
their informational needs, recognizing the benefits to the community 
of a well-informed citizenry, the individual’s capacity for self-improve- 
ment, the worth of each person and the need for human dignity”;4 
“inform,enrich, and empower every individual in its community by cre- 
ating and promoting free and easy access to a vast array of ideas and 
information and by supporting lifelong learning in a welcoming envi- 
r ~ n m e n t . ” ~  
These mission statements could lay the groundwork for developing 
more effective indicators of the impacts of public libraries in their commu- 
nities and help shape the activities that lead to relevant community out- 
comes. 
Unfortunately, the planning and assessment tools mentioned above fail 
to provide mechanisms to move public libraries to make the conceptual leap 
involved in developing outcomes based on these strong statements of com- 
mitment to the community. That is a big order, and the research that would 
support these actions has been slow to materialize. Therefore, these tools 
still focus evaluation efforts on public library output measures. These mea- 
sures, in use for nearly twenty years in one form or another, were designed 
to move public libraries beyond the time-honored, but limiting, measure 
of circulation. Developers added other measures of use, including annual 
library visits, in-library materials use, turnover rates, program attendance, 
and reference questions, etc. These measures, first introduced in the 1980s, 
all include a calculation to determine per capita usage, and provide tested 
approaches to collect and analyze data on a variety of indicators of library 
use (Nelson et al., 2000; Van House et al., 1987). The output measures 
began as a well-intentioned move away from heavy reliance by public librar- 
ies on input measures mandated by public library standards. Public librar- 
ians, state agencies, and the federal government have come to rely on out- 
put measures for public libraries as indicators of public library effectiveness. 
While the primary values of these measures are as indicators of efficiency 
and use, they do not reflect value gained by the user. Yet, output data are 
being collected on a statewide basis by state library agencies and analyzed 
at state and federal levels. 
Further, output measures, particularly those focusing on circulation and 
materials, have become the basis for additional, related measures includ- 
ing the controversial Hennen’s American Public Library Rating system 
(HAPLR). The HAPLR weighting system compounds the emphasis on cir- 
culation by factoring this element into the index at least six times (cost per 
circulation, collection turnover, circulation per FTE hour, circulation per 
capita, circulation per hour, circulation per visit). Hennen has used the 
HAF’LR index to identify the “best” libraries in the nation (Hennen, 2002). 
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Certainly the data suggest that high circulation coupled with low staffing 
costs appear to be the key to an effective library. Librarians who use HAP-
LR to evaluate their libraries are likely to focus their energies in those ar- 
eas that are emphasized by this index. It is not difficult to imagine that 
HAPLR libraries will add multiple copies of currently requested materials, 
especially videos and other materials whose circulation periods are short, 
to increase their score, since the HAF’LR has selected and featured the “top” 
libraries in the nation. There is no doubt that some of the libraries on the 
top of the HAPLR list are some of the best in the nation, but these institu- 
tion-focused measures fail to determine the contributions of these librar- 
ies to their communities. 
An attempt to overcome this weakness in the planning tools and to 
provide a bridge to outcome measures was undertaken by researchers at 
the Colorado State Library’s Library Research Service (LRS) . LRS worked 
with selected libraries that use the Public Library Association’s Planning for  
Results guides by designing data collection instruments for several catego- 
ries derived from the original thirteen Planningfor Resultsservice responses 
(Steffen et al., 2002; Steffen and Lance, 2002; Lance et al., 2002). LRS’s 
Counting on Results (CoR) project worked with forty-five test public librar- 
ies to collect outcome data on six library service responses that had been 
modified by participating libraries and CoR researchers-Basic Literacy, 
Business and Career Information, Library as a Place (Commons), General 
Information, Information Literacy, and Local History & Genealogy. Re- 
searchers worked with librarians to identify candidate outcomes and then 
developed for participating libraries a standard oversized postcard survey 
form for each of the modified library service responses to determine the 
extent to which each outcome was present in each library. This approach 
resulted in the identification of a range of candidate outcomes that librar- 
ians conjectured might emerge from the chosen service responses. 
The researchers indicate that more libraries (twenty-five) distributed 
and collected survey forms on General Information (GI) than any of the 
other service responses. 
[GI] outcomes were the most popular, including the highest percent- 
age of respondents for a single outcome. Indeed the least popular GI 
outcome was more frequently reported than the least popular outcomes 
for other responses. These trends indicate that not only does this [ser- 
vice response] apply to the greatest number of libraries, it is also the 
most relevant to the largest number of library patrons. (Steffen et al., 
2002a) 
The most widely reported outcome-“read for pleasure”-however, fails to 
capture the essence of an outcome-in other words, “achievements or 
changes in skill, knowledge, attitude, behavior, condition, or life status for 
program participants” (IMLS, 2001). For this most popular service response, 
it appears that librarians and researchers identified a relatively weak set of 
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candidate outcomes, in all probability because they failed to collect data 
resulting from specific GI encounters by library users. 
On the other hand, the candidate outcomes suggested by librarians and 
Counting on Results researchers for more focused services where librarians 
are more likely to understand their users better provide more promise. This 
is seen in the Business and Career Information SR, where some respondents 
agreed that they had “developed job-related skills,” or in Basic Literacy, 
where selected respondents responded that they had “became a citizen” or 
“prepared for the naturalization exam” or “helped a child do homework 
or improve grades” (Steffen et al., 2002). CoR researchers, however, were 
concerned that: 1.some survey questions (such as “became a citizen”) may 
have been misunderstood, and 2. the more focused surveys yielded very few 
responses to most of the project’s selected outcomes. The data also suggest 
that the methods used to collect outcome data need to be designed to cap- 
ture the context of a specific service model. Contextual outcomes will be 
discussed later in this article. 
This early set of candidate outcomes for public libraries brings both 
promise and concerns. The focused service responses offer the most prom- 
ise. However, they may not measure the full impact of public library servic- 
es since they were not generated through user-focused research. Rather, 
they were identified first by librarians and then tested with a broad range 
of users. Thus, if librarians underestimatethe impact of their services and then 
test these guesstimates, the measures they choose will not reflect the full 
impact of their services. 
THECONTRIBUTIONS RESEARCH ONOF USER-FOCUSED 
REFERENCE TO UNDERSTANDINGMPACT 
Research on the reference interview, discussed below, has made strong 
contributions to our understanding of the impacts of library service. This 
research-which arose to answer one question: how accurately do librari- 
ans answer questions?-evolved over time to focus on theoretical approach- 
es to the nature of the interaction and can be thought of as a model for 
examining the emerging research that will answer the question, “What 
differences do libraries and librarians make?” Along the way, researchers 
not only identified a range of negative outcomes of poorly constructed ref- 
erence interviews, but they also showed that the integration of research find- 
ings into professional practice resulted in improved outcomes. 
Gains from Reference Research 
Research on the reference interview in the past several decades has 
been transformed from what had been considered a topic far too difficult 
to be amenable to effective research studies to a synergistic body of knowl- 
edge that can elucidate the context of seeking information from a media- 
tor or system. The small, but representative, sample of several decades of 
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research on the practice that librarians call reference-particularly research 
findings that have been shaped by the effective use of qualitative research 
approaches-shows that what is considered a researchable question in LIS, 
just as in other fields, has built on the questions raised and partially an- 
swered by a succession of researchers. The most effective work in translat- 
ing these knowledge gains based on research into practice-and ultimate-
ly providing a framework for reference librarians to use to more effectively 
help people solve their information problems-has been done by Cather- 
ine Ross and Patricia Dewdney and more recently by their colleague Kirsti 
Nilsen (Ross 8c Dewdney, 1998;Ross et al., 2002). 
While it took some time for synergistic outcomes to appear, it is clear 
now that the knowledge gains made in this area have helped us to begin to 
answer the question, “how do libraries and librarians help?” Starting with 
Robert Taylor in the late 1960s,researchers began to realize that reference, 
long thought to be an art that was difficult to transmit to novices, was a 
potentially rich research problem (Taylor, 1968). Much of the research 
discussed below made use, at least in part, of qualitative methodologies. 
Early Research Questions 
A number of researchers, most recently Ross, Nilsen, and Dewdney, 
have traced the considerable research knowledge gains in the thirty-year 
period that began since the pioneering work of Terry Crowley and Tom 
Childers (Ross et al., 2002;Radford, 1999).The early research that spawned 
such a rich body of knowledge sought to measure the effectiveness of ref- 
erence by determining accuracy rates using questions developed by the 
researchers. The answers to that early research question (how accurately 
do reference librarians answer questions?) raised even more interesting 
research questions (such as, is this the right question for the researcher to 
ask?) that were amenable to qualitative approaches. The unobtrusive ap- 
proaches used by Crowley and Childers and replicated repeatedly by scores 
of other researchers in the 1970sand 1980sshowed that librarians consis- 
tently failed to accurately answer factual questions about half the time 
(Hernon & McClure, 1986).Very importantly, however, by the early 1970s 
researchers had learned that one of the major ways that librarians interact 
with people, the reference encounter, was a very researchable problem. 
The Process of Building on Previous Research 
The early work of Crowley and Childers sparked the interest of other 
researchers such as Lynch (1978)whose own work continued the synergis- 
tic knowledge gains. Additional gains in knowledge about how librarians 
help (and hinder) emerged from the research by Dewdney (1986).Both 
Lynch and Dewdney determined that, when actual interviews were record- 
ed in their natural setting using unobtrusive approaches, the research prob- 
lem was actually fairly complex. Many questioners in libraries phrased ques- 
tions from a system perspective, “Doyou have any books on?” People often 
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failed to state their information needs in the initial question. This research, 
using real interviews, also showed that far too often, approximately half the 
time, the staff member answered the question directly rather than negoti- 
ating it, resulting in a failure by the questioner to get a satisfactory response 
from the librarian (Ross et al., 2002, p. 8).Research studies during the 1980s 
and 1990s identified specific approaches used by librarians that hinder 
rather than help those who seek information. Researchers also learned in 
that period that accuracy, while a noble goal of practice, was not the single 
or perhaps even the best measure of reference effectiveness because it fo- 
cused on the question rather than the questioner. 
Durrance’s research, using unobtrusive approaches and questions for- 
mulated by observers, proposed and tested a new indicator-willingness to 
return to the staff member in the reference interview-against a variety of 
interpersonal and search variables and found that interpersonal variables 
are key to the success of the interaction (Durrance, 1989, 1995). This re- 
search and that of Dervin and Dewdney (1986), Dervin and Clark (1987), 
Dyson (1992), Dewdney and Ross (1994),Ross and Dewdney (1998), and 
Ross et al. (2002) show how particular communication approaches and 
behaviors (the use of open questions, follow-up questions, attention to clo- 
sure, etc.) boost the effectiveness of the reference interaction. Dyson and 
her colleagues showed that librarians could be taught to improve the ref- 
erence experience for questioners by identifylng and overcoming common 
failures (Dyson, 1992). 
Job and Career Centers-Community Information Reference Services 
The recession of the late 1980s and early 1990sbrought new, commu- 
nity-focused, need-based services to public libraries that built on knowledge 
gains made by reference researchers, especially that work that had been 
conducted in public libraries. These community-focused services, includ- 
ing Job Information Centers (JICs), also helped librarians understand the 
information needs of job seekers, including blue collar workers who had 
lost the jobs they had held for decades, displaced homemakers, and pro- 
fessionals unable to get work in a declining economy. Several years ago 
Durrance identified a rich set of strategies used by staff of a number ofjob 
and career information centers (Durrance, 1991a, 1991b, 1993,1994). Staff 
noticed that many of those who used job centers were not typical library 
users and did not understand the library as an information center. They saw 
people who were desperate to get information about the job market and 
how they fit into it. Staff in these centers began to sort out the variety of 
needs that people who are unemployed or underemployed bring to a trust- 
ed community resource (in this case, the library). They used a variety of 
approaches including computer software to help people assess their skills/ 
options. Staff were well connected in the community and so collaborated 
with other agencies. These activities facilitated appropriate referrals to other 
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community organizations. Staff expanded their array of resources by pro- 
viding a broad range of computer, video, and print resources on jobs and 
careers. They began to provide specialized reference services, including 
answering an array of questions that built on each individual’s situation. 
They also honed the interviewing skills of staff and provided access to ad- 
vising and career counseling sessions by appointment. Focusing on the 
needs of their clientele, job center staff developed workshops that focused 
on specific needs such as resume writing, interviewing, starting a business, 
etc. (Durrance, 1993,1994).As a result, staff in these libraries realized that 
they were making a difference in the lives of their clientele through the 
numerous testimonials they and their administrators received, although at 
that time no tools existed to help them systematically document their con- 
tributions to the community. Durrance (1994) developed preliminary eval- 
uation approaches to help bridge this gap. 
Contrlbutions of Theoretical Frameworks to Refmence Research 
Application of theoretical frameworks during the 1980sand 1990sfur-
ther enriched researchers’ ability to more effectively focus on the question- 
er. Denin’s theory of sense-making has been used by researchers to show 
that the best responses to queries are those that help users solve the prob- 
lem behind the question (Dervin &Dewdney, 1986).This theoretical frame- 
work has led to the development of more effective approaches to the ref- 
erence interview through the use of sense-making questions. (For a 
summary see Ross et al., 2002, pp.93-101.) It appears that successful out- 
comes for users have increased because professionals have learned how to 
employ these approaches effectively (Ross et al., 2002, p. 98). 
The application of the theory of mental models, while not as widely 
used as sense-making, has the potential for making strong contributions to 
knowledge growth and improved professional practice. Cognitive scientist 
Donald Norman and others developed the theory of mental models to 
better understand the major discrepancies between the user and develop- 
ers of systems. “In interacting with the environment, with others, and with 
the artifacts of technology, people form internal mental models of them- 
selves and of the things with which they are interacting. These models pro- 
vide predictive and explanatory power for understanding the interaction”; 
further, “[pleople’s mental models are apt to be deficient in a number of 
ways, perhaps including contradictory, erroneous, and unnecessary con- 
cepts. . . .” In short, they are “messy, sloppy, incomplete, and indistinct” 
(Norman, 1993, pp. 7, 14). 
Gillian Michell and Patricia Dewdney, using this theoretical framework, 
show that it can successfully elucidate the intractable problem first iden- 
tified by Lynch (1978) and Dewdney (1986) of poorly formed user que- 
ries coupled with a tendency among many librarians to take these ill- 
formed questions at face value (Dewdney & Michell, 1996; Michell & 
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Dewdney, 1998; Michell & Dewdney, 2002). This phenomenon-drawn 
from linguistics and called “ill-formed query” by Dewdney and Michell- 
is applied to “a question that doesn’t work because it leads to erroneous 
inferences” (Ross et al., 2002, p. 22). Their research shows that ill-formed 
questions often lead to reference interaction failure. The Michell-Dewd- 
ney Mental Models Study compares the mental models of questioners with 
those of librarians by observing actual reference interviews and then in- 
terviewing both the user and the librarian. This research examined the 
following questions: “Does the librarian’s understanding of the system (in- 
cluding the collection and its organization, the physical layout, her own 
role in that system, and the characteristics, values and beliefs of the user) 
differ in any important way from the user’s understanding of that system 
and its role with respect to the situation from which the information need 
arose, the user’s beliefs and attitudes towards libraries as places to solve 
problems, and the uses to which the user plans to put the information? If 
there is an important difference, does either the librarian or the user dis- 
cover it, and how does that discovery affect the outcome of the transac- 
tion?” (Michell and Dewdney, 2002). The theoretical framework and the 
methods used to collect the data have allowed these researchers to show 
how the user’s mental model of the transaction (and to some extent of the 
library system) differs from that of the librarian. This theoretically based 
research further helps researchers and practitioners understand the im- 
portant discrepancies in the mental models of librarians and questioners. 
The next section of the paper focuses on more theoretically driven infor- 
mation behavior research which has brought about a greater understand- 
ing of social contexts. 
For several decades theory has shaped the research focused on infor- 
mation behavior. The section below discusses, in particular, research that 
has begun to focus specifically on understanding social contexts. 
CONTEXT:A FRAMEWORK 	 IMPACTFOR DETERMINING 
Marcia Bates, one of the field’s most distinguished LIS researchers, has 
identified the three key questions associated with LIS research (Bates, 
1999).They are: 
1. The physical question: What are the features and laws of the recorded- 
information universe? 
2. 	 The social question: How do people relate to, seek, and use information? 
3. 	The design question: How can access to recorded information be made 
most rapid and effective? 
Bates’ second question drives the work of numerous researchers across the 
world who study information behavior that is surely related to the question 
of “What differences do libraries and librarians make?”Yet in the late 199Os, 
Jorge Schement warned that librarians “lag in [their] understanding of the 
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evolving social context-a context in which libraries will have tojustify them- 
selves,” and suggested that libraries consider “how Americans [will] live their 
lives as citizens, as economic actors, and as social beings” in the coming 
decades (Benton Foundation, 199’7, p. vi). The research framework dis- 
cussed below will make increasing contributions to practice as librarians 
move to determine the impacts of their professional contributions and those 
of their institutions. 
Recent Research that Informs Context 
In a recent ARIST review, Pettigrew, Fidel, and Bruce (2001) synthe- 
size recent advances and conceptual growth in the field increasingly known 
as information behavior research-defining this research as “the study of 
how people need, seek, give and use information in different contexts, in- 
cluding the workplace and everyday liT<ng” (Pettigrew et al., 2001). These 
authors show the role of theory in shaping research on information behav- 
ior, providing examples of information research that has “focused on the 
user as an individual, cognitive being and on the behaviors associated with 
information processing” (Pettigrew et al., 2001). They remind us of the rich 
knowledge gains by information behavior researchers informed by the the- 
oretical work of Dervin, Kuhlthau, and others. This most recent literature 
review of information behavior research shows a greater focus by research- 
ers on context. 
Seeing the need for a better understanding of contextual factors, re- 
searchers looked to a new vehicle for sharing context-focused information 
behavior research, the international conference, Information Seeking in 
Context (ISIC).An increasing number of researchers have begun to shape 
our understanding of context since the first ISIC Conference in 1996 
(Vakkari, et al., 1997). This emerging body of context-focused research 
should make strong contributions to the question, “What differences do li-
braries and librarians make?” Carol Kuhlthau warns that “[to neglect con- 
text] is to ignore the basic motivations and impetus that drives the user in 
the information seeking process” (Pettigrew, 1999, p.802). 
METHODOLOGY 
Knowledge Gains Resulting from Qualitative Methods 
Throughout this article qualitative research methods and approaches 
receive particular attention because it is the assumption of the authors that 
this framework provides the researcher with a variety of tools that can be 
used to understand the complex interactions that shape phenomena of 
study including the impacts of libraries and librarians on society. 
Qualitative research, as defined by Creswell, is “an inquiry process of 
understanding based on distinct methodological traditions of inquiry that 
explore a social or human problem. The researcher builds a complex, ho- 
listic picture, analyzes words, reports detailed views of informants, and con- 
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ducts the study in a natural setting” (Creswell, 1998 p. 15). “Accordingly,” 
Denzin and Lincoln (2000)add, “qualitative researchers deploy a wide range 
of interconnected interpretive practices, hoping always to get a better un- 
derstanding of the subject matter at hand” (p. 3). The use of qualitative 
approaches allows the researcher the flexibility to look closely to describe 
and explain. These frameworks, especially when informed by theory, bring 
a user perspective to agency evaluation. Qualitative approaches can “illumi- 
nate aspects of libraries, library services, and library users’ perspectives in 
ways we have not had access to in previous research” (Lincoln, 2002). 
LIS has benefited over the past two decades from work done by re- 
searchers using qualitative approaches. For example, starting in the 1980s, 
Carol Kuhlthau’s extensive work on the information search process has used 
theoretically grounded qualitative approaches to give the field not only a 
framework for understanding a range of cognitive and affective states as- 
sociated with the search process (factors that strongly influence the out- 
comes of any search), but also an understanding of the various-and very 
different-stages of the search process. Kuhlthau’s research has shown that 
these now well-known stages-initiation, selection, exploration, formula- 
tion, collection, and presentation-can be understood both by those who 
experience them and by information professionals who can, by understand- 
ing them, develop appropriate intervention strategies (Kuhlthau, 1991, 
1993, 1994, 2001). A longitudinal study of her initial group of informants 
indicated the positive impact on the seeker of understanding the search 
process (Kuhlthau, 1999). 
Pioneered by Brenda Dervin in the 1970s, sense-making studies employ- 
ing qualitative methods have been conducted for decades (Dervin et al., 
1976). This work has made strong contributions to information behavior 
research; it can also be seen as contributing to an understanding of the 
impact of library services. In a project funded by the State Library of Cali- 
fornia, Dervin and Clark (1987) identified a range of user-identified “helps” 
(outcomes) associated with public library services. Dervin’s categories of 
“helps,” framed from the perspective of the general library user, included: 
got ideas/understandings about something; accomplished something; de- 
cided what to do or when or how to do it; got rest and relaxation and a quiet 
retreat; got motivated to do something; felt good about myself, my decision, 
my circumstances; calmed down and eased my worries; felt like I belonged 
and was not alone; got pleasure, entertainment, and happiness. The pur- 
pose of Dervin and Clark’s overall study, which was well ahead of its time, 
was to bring sense making approaches to librarians so that they might col- 
lect use data “in human terms” (Dervin & Clark, 1987, p. 1).These meth- 
ods laid the groundwork necessary to determine the outcomes implied in 
the research question examined in this article. Most information behavior 
researchers who use qualitative approaches also enrich this research 
through theory application and development. 
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Evaluatzon Methodologzes 
Determining the differences libraries make is most often framed as an 
evaluation problem. Evaluation is generally seen as the assessment of vari- 
ous aspects of programs, including: “(a) the need for the program, (b) the 
design of the program, (c) the program implementation and service deliv- 
ery, (d) the program impact or outcomes, and (e) program efficiency” 
(Rossi et al., 1999,p. 3 3 ) .Evaluation as a social science came of age in the 
1970s (Rossi et al., 1999, p.11). As evaluation as a field has matured, evalu- 
ators have increasingly employed qualitative approaches to evaluation ques- 
tions. Indeed, 20 percent of the authoritative Handbook of Qualitative 
Research is devoted to an examination of “The Art and Practices of Inter- 
pretation, Evaluation, and Representation” (Denzin & Lincoln, 2000, pp. 
870-1065). 
In fact that bastion of the scientific method, the National Science Foun- 
dation, has fiinded evaluation studies employing qualitative methods. For 
example, the NSF-funded study conducted by Mark et al. (1997) effective- 
ly used qualitative approaches to determine the benefits of community tech- 
nology centers. The authors reported that using a community technology 
center brought, in aggregate, a variety of benefits, including work-related 
beneJts such as improved job skills, improved computer skills, access to 
employment opportunities; educational beneJts including an improved out- 
look on learning new skills and knowledge; a variety of personal eficacy and 
affective outcomes, including general life improvements, confidence-building, 
a changed outlook on life and future prospects, feelings of accomplishment 
and hope, and changes in the use of time and resources; increased civicpar- 
ticipation and changes in social and communitj connections; and increased tpch- 
nological literacy (i.e., improved perceptions of technology as a means to 
achieve individual goals). Research conducted by the authors of this arti- 
cle and discussed in the final section of this paper shows similar gains in 
community-focused public library services. 
While librarians engage in evaluation, their most common focus is on 
efficiency measurement (as seen in output measures). All types of librar- 
ies for nearly two decades have collected performance or output data. A 
more recent trend, brought about by the governmental pressure discussed 
above, has been the call for more accountability; in other words, answers 
to the question, “what difference does this agency make in terms of those 
who use it or depend on its services?” This call for accountability, determin- 
ing the value of a program based on those that should benefit from it, re-
quires incorporation of consumers into the formula. This has meant that 
evaluation research has incorporated more use of qualitative methods. Rossi 
et al. (1999) note that “incorporation of the consumer perspective into eval- 
uation research has moved the field. . . into the policy arena” (p. 13). 
Increasingly, researchers within LIS have determined that the time is 
ripe for concerted efforts at developing appropriate evaluation research. 
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In a monograph that resulted from a recent ASIS session on evaluation, Cliff 
Lynch wrote, “The answers we can supply today aren’t good enough. We 
cannot currently measure outcomes and effects systematically with much 
success” (McClure & Bertot, 2001, p. 320). Lynch (1978) says that evalua- 
tion questions are amenable to the kind of intellectual effort that goes into 
studying societal “grand challenge” problems. He suggests that the “time 
is ripe for grand challenge problems in information science and networked 
information, particularly in areas related to evaluation, given the impor- 
tance of the public policy choices we face today involving IT and the grow- 
ing emphasis on accountability of our institutions” (McClure & Bertot, p. 
314). In sum, recognition by librarians, funding agencies and researchers 
have created a climate for the kind of research that can help libraries more 
effectively articulate their contributions to society. It is premature to pre- 
dict the outcomes of such research, but there is no question that it will 
change the way that librarians think about their practice and, as a result, 
will change the practice itself. As evaluators have known for decades, peo- 
ple do not evaluate what they do, they do what they evaluate. 
Philip Doty, examining evaluation issues from a policy perspective, 
urges rethinking of current approaches to evaluation (referenced in Mc- 
Clure & Bertot, 2001). Doty sees “the birth of a richer and more complex 
policy analysis-one that is more catholic in its methods, more self-con- 
scious, more sensitive to narrative and values, more ethnographically sophis- 
ticated, and more aware of the limitations of all its methodological re- 
sources’’ (p.230). Doty proposes that researchers “put their research 
emphasis on “(I)the user of networked technologies grounded in a social 
setting; (2) the naturalistic investigation of technologies’ situated uses, 
meanings, and related practices; and (3) the achievement of democratic, 
participatory design and social relations” (McClure & Bertot, 2001, p. 247). 
Carol Hert seeks “to provide a connection between user-centered eval- 
uation processes and system design” (Hert, 2001, p. 165).She draws both 
on the theoretical approaches of information seeking and use and those 
of human-computer interaction to develop a framework for the develop 
ment of metrics for user-centered evaluation. She recommends that evalu- 
ators develop metrics derived from theoretical conceptualizations, under- 
take constructivist approaches, “educate the design community about the 
potential of various kinds of user studies” (p. 168),and develop approach- 
es to “transform results into design decisions” (Hert, 2001, p. 160).Saracevic 
(2000) developed a conceptual framework for evaluation that identifies five 
distinct areas that are the subject of evaluation of digital libraries; these 
include societal, individual, and institutional factors, as well as the interface 
and, of course, the content. Unruh et al. (2000) have introduced a frame- 
work for the evaluation of digital community information systems. 
The work of Peter Hernon and his colleagues on service quality is a 
strong addition to the LIS’s knowledge of evaluation. (Hernon & Dugan, 
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2002; Hernon &Nitecki, 2001; Hernon &Atman, 1996; Hernon &Atman, 
1998). Peter Hernon and Ellen Altman’s (1998) customer-centered ap- 
proaches are designed to move librarians beyond what they call the “count- 
ables” (input and output measures). This study builds on previous work by 
LIS evaluation researchers and provides an extensive overview of service 
quality with a focus on the customer, a carefully chosen term. With some 
urgency Hernon and his coauthors consider the importance of understand- 
ing and developing their customer base at a time of rapid change and dis- 
cuss a variety of approaches to measure service quality: “some academic 
administrators, members of city government, and others question the role 
of, and even the need for, a library; after all, they assume everything-or 
everything worth knowing-is, or will be, available on the information su- 
perhighway” (Hernon and Altman, 1998, P. 211). 
Digital library researchers have begun to examine the social aspects of 
the design, use, and impact of information systems (Kling, 1997,1999,2000; 
Bishop et al., in press). Bishop and her colleagues (2000) argue for the 
inclusion of participatory action research in the study of the design, use, 
and impact evaluation of digital information systems (Bishop et al., 2000). 
Participatory action research demands relevant outcomes for marginalized 
members of society. It seeks to enhance the problem-solving capacities of 
local community members by actively involving them in every phase of re- 
search-from setting the problem to deciding how project outcomes will 
be assessed. In this approach, the intended users of a digital library partic- 
ipate as researchers, not subjects. Bishop et al. (2000) use scenarios devel- 
oped by the target audience in the design and evaluation of services. They 
found that “scenarios empower potential users as initiators in the analysis 
of information about their expectations and requirements, rather than 
treating them as mere informants in the design process” (Bishop et al., 
2000). They note that scenarios are needed to develop “a more complete 
picture of the social context of information-seeking and technology use for 
those marginalized groups who are often on the fringes of system design 
and evaluation” (Bishop et al., 2000). 
In short, evaluation in LIS is in a state of creative turmoil realizing that 
current approaches and tools fail to reflect the changes brought about by 
the digital revolution. Evaluation issues are beginning to be addressed by 
researchers and at meetings initiated by federal agencies such as IMLS, 
major associations including a focused midyear meeting organized in 1999 
by ASIS that spawned a monograph on the topic, and recent interdiscipli- 
nary meetings including the several workshops on evaluation of digital li- 
braries developed by the European-based DELOS Network of Excellence 
on Digital Libraries (McClure & Bertot, 2001) .6 The field is closer now than 
ever to harnessing the energies of a critical mass of researchers interested 
in new approaches to evaluation that will incorporate the radically changed 
library environment. 
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When asked in 1999 how effective their current evaluation tools were 
in providing them data on the benefits of their community information 
services in their community, librarians resoundingly said that current tools 
were grossly inadequate (Durrance & Fisher-Pettigrew,2002, p. 47). Evalu-
ation tools and approaches should be able to provide tools that will be used 
by librarians in community settings to determine the effects of specific ser- 
vices because outcomes, while interesting in the aggregate to researchers 
and decision-makers, are most valuable to librarians as indicators of their 
contributions. In addition, evaluation can provide the tools that enable li- 
brarians to shape services based on a better understanding of the impacts 
of present service models and activities. The research below, informed by 
the use of contextual approaches, shows how librarians can identify a rich 
group of indicators of impact. 
EMERGINGRESEARCH:USING APPROACHESCONTEXTUAL 
TO DETERMINE ANDOUTCOMES, THE“HowLIBRARIES 
LIBRARIANSHELP”STUDY 
Contextual approaches have provided information behavior research- 
ers much richer ways to understand people’s use of information. These 
approaches can provide both researchers and librarians with an approach 
that can be used to develop a rich set of outcomes. Data for this section were 
drawn from findings of a recently completed research study entitled “How 
Libraries and Librarians Help: Context-Centered Methods for Evaluating 
Public Library Efforts at Bridging the Digital Divide and Building Commu- 
nity.” The study was funded by IMLS, and the research was conducted by a 
team of researchers from the University of Michigan and the University of 
Washington. Researchers applied contextual approaches to this important 
evaluation question. This research, using qualitative approaches, empirically 
examined the use of specific community-focused services to develop con- 
text-sensitive approaches and instruments that identify outcomes. Services 
included those designed for immigrant populations, after-school commu- 
nity technology programs for teens, community networks, information and 
referral services, programs designed around ethnicity, and consumer health 
information services. Together these case studies: 1. contribute to the grow- 
ing knowledge base that shows how library services affect lives, and 2. have 
resulted in the field’s first set of contextual tools designed to identify out- 
comes of public library services.’ 
The “How Libraries and Librarians Help” study was built on the large 
body of information behavior research (cf. Pettigrew et al., 2001; Wilson, 
1997; Dervin, 1992),and on research on people’s use of everyday informa- 
tion (e.g., Harris & Dewdney, 1994; Savolainen, 1995). The contextual 
frame, drawn from the past research of the principal investigators and the 
frameworksof others, incorporates factors associated with the clientele as 
well as library-centered factors and those associated with staff (Pettigrew, 
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1999; Durrance, 1993; Durrance, 1994; Durrance & Pettigrew, 2001; Petti- 
grew et al., 1999). Research that we have conducted has been discussed 
extensively in other articles (Durrance & Pettigrew, 2000,2001,2002; Dur- 
rance & Fisher-Pettigrew, 2002; Pettigrew, Durrance, & Unruh, in press). 
The specific framework employed varied among the sites, but in general 
incorporated the following factors: 
The clientele of the specific service. The individuals who participated in this 
study of community-focused services differed considerably. They were the 
study’s primary informants. Researchers spoke to individuals and represen- 
tatives of organizations who used or could use a particular service. Inter- 
views focused on their needs and their experiences. Teens in the commu- 
nity technology programs came to gain technology skills and left with 
considerably more than that. Often, however, they indicated that they need- 
ed to overcome negative perceptions of librarians in order to be able to reap 
the benefits of the programs they participated in. Community agency staff 
and community nonprofits were almost worshipful of library staff who had 
over the years helped them better understand and participate in the com- 
munity as information providers. All shared a concern that information was 
difficult for them to get and use. Immigrants in the study often spoke no 
English at all and required the assistance of staff who spoke their language 
or a language that they understood other than English. Because of these 
difficulties, most of the interviews with this population were conducted by 
library staff in their own language and not by project researchers. 
The library and its service model. This research focused on a range of prob 
lem areas undertaken by public libraries: the problems faced by immigrant 
populations, the need to help bridge the digital divide for teens in poor 
communities, the need to meet community information needs, the need 
for multicultural opportunities, people’s need for health information, and 
building electronic community. All had in common a community-focused 
model. However, each model is specific to the needs identified in the com- 
munity. Data were collected by examining materials developed by the li- 
brary, interviewing administrators and staff, and extrapolating model com- 
ponents from interviews with users of the model. 
The set of activities designed to respond to the clientele. This research iden- 
tified a varied set of activities that reflected a rich knowledge of the cho- 
sen primary clientele. Although the manifestations were different in each 
service, each of these community-focused services provided a warm, welcom- 
ing environment that fostered the activities associated with the service. 
Activities vary from providing what is perceived by users as a safe place to a 
variety of proactive approaches to increasing access to information. 
Stuff contributions. Each of these programs was headed by visionary staff 
who shaped the model, recruited the clientele, and developed the activities 
that shaped the outcomes of this community-focused service. Staff shared 
these characteristics: they were committed to their clientele, creative in their 
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approach to providing service, entrepreneurial in their approaches to seek- 
ing additional resources, and were able to articulate some, but not all, of the 
outcomes of their services. Some were recruited to theirjobs because of spe- 
cial skdls that they brought to the service such as language facility, interest in 
the clientele, ability to teach, or knowledge of information technology. 
The section below presents descriptions of three types of library pro- 
grams in four libraries (the second program example examines two differ-
ent approaches to presenting afterschool community technology programs 
for children and teens). For all four case studies, we present the setting, the 
program, and what we consider “candidate outcomes,” that have emerged 
from examining the contextual factors identified above. At present, these 
are presented as candidate outcomes which will be further honed and test- 
ed by the study libraries. They are framed from the perspective of the us- 
ers of the service. 
In each case study, the italicized terms in the discussions of candidate out- 
comes represent major outcome categories. The case studies from which 
these data were drawn include, as well, a range of indicators of impact con- 
sisting of anecdotal data and specific comments from users that reflect the 
outcome. Headings are taken from sitespecific codebooks developed in the 
course of analyzing the qualitative data collected as part of the investigation. 
The contextual factors, as will be seen in the discussion below, result 
in services which have both similar and unique qualities. In addition, each 
service has a unique set of stakeholders (including the participants, in- 
terested agencies and organizations, and decision-makers within and out- 
side of the library) who need to understand the impacts of the service. 
While the candidate outcomes presented here were identified by the study 
research team, they have not yet been tested. The next step in the out- 
come selection process will be for staff (and stakeholders) at each partic- 
ipating (case study) library to select and test the outcomes they seek to 
use from the candidate set. 
Seruices to Immigrants by the Queens Bmough (NY)Public Library 
Queens. The 2000 census calculates the population of the Queens bor- 
ough of New York City at 2.2 million, a 40 percent increase over 1990 sta-
tistics;41.1percent of the Queens population claim birth outside the United 
States, and, for the first time in the borough’s history, more than half of 
Queens residents speak a language other than English. The 2000 census 
records a 50 percent increase in the Hispanic population, bringing the 
Hispanic community to account for a quarter of the borough population. 
In addition, African Americans make up 19 percent of Queens residents, 
while Asians constitute 17 percent. The borough also boasts the highest 
populations of a number of ethnic groups in the city, among them Asian 
Indian, Chinese, Korean, Filipino, Bangladeshi, Pakistani, and Colombian 
communities. 
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QueensBorough Public Library (QBPL) Service Model and Activities. Queens 
Borough Public Library (QBPL), a system with sixty-three branches and six 
Adult Learner Centers, serves the most ethnically diverse county in the 
United States. Queens customers represent over 120 countries and 160 
nationalities, and speak over 100 languages. To ensure that branch pro- 
grams and services appropriately reflect local constituencies, QBPL employs 
a full-time demographer to analyze data from multiple sources. The demog- 
rapher also produces color-coded maps of Queens’ communities using 
Geographic Information System (GIS) software. Demographic analysis and 
visualization allows the Queens Borough Public Library to take a current 
snapshot of the community, as well as to project future demographic shifts. 
The library’s New Americans Program seeks to help to transition immigrants 
into American life. It encompasses multilingual Web site management; mul- 
tilingual, multicultLu-d, and multimedia collection development; mail-a-book 
programs in six to seven languages; and two streams of public programming: 
cultural arts programs and coping skills workshops. Staged throughout the 
borough, the library’s cultural arts programs celebrate a variety of cultures 
in multiple languages. QLieens’ coping skills workshops address topics in 
response to the needs of Queens’ immigrant populations. The library hosts 
coping skills workshops in Spanish, Chinese, Korean, and Russian, but, as 
warranted, the library extends this programming to include other languag- 
es, including Haitian, Creole, Polish, Hindi, arid Bengali. The Adult Learn- 
er Program of the Queens Public Library, also designed to meet the needs 
of immigrants, serves over 6,000 students a year in tailored settings. In ad- 
dition to its specialized curricula, the program supports small group class- 
es, conversation groups, arid technolocS)..assisted instruction. Its English for 
Speakers of Other Languages (ESOL) Program offers ninety-two classes in 
two terms per year in locations throughout the borough. These classes are 
always oversubscribed and are on a first-come, first-served basis. 
Cundidute Outcome,y for  Immigrants. The QBPL services demonstrate the 
range of outcomes that librarians can expect fi-om library services designed 
to reach and to serve immigrant communities. Outcomes of the program, 
and their indicators of impact, are reflected as changes in skills and abili- 
ties, perceptions and attitudes, and changes in behavior. The following ital-
icizedindicators of outcome show how immigrants and their families benefit 
from the New Americans and Adult Learner Programs offered at QBPL. 
Outcomes originate with irnrnipnts’ discoverj ofthe librarj and in their ap- 
preciation of its role as a safe and welcoming place through which to adapt 
to their new environment. Once in the library, immigrants begin to build 
information literacy skills as they learn what the library can do for them and 
how to exploit its resources. Their transition further advances as immigrants 
ejfeclivelj interact with stafl; interactions-often in the immigrants’ native 
tongues-that support relationship-building and thus help to integrate the 
immigrant into the social fabric of the community. In turn, immigrants bridge 
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cultural landscapes as the library allows them to maintain connections to their 
native culture, introduces them to foreign cultures, and links them to their 
new American culture and community. Once equipped with an apprecia- 
tion of resources and of context, immigrantsgain new skills and knowledge that 
allow them to become more independent as they seek to improve their lives 
and the lives of their families. In the process, immigrants develop a posi- 
tive impression of the library and share news of their experience with fam- 
ily and friends, returning benefits to the library itself. 
A fter-School Public Library Community Technology Programs in 
Austin, TX, and Flint, MI 
Two case studies focused on community technology programs. The ser- 
vice model and clientele varied considerably; these variations influenced 
the outcomes experienced by participants. 
Austin. The mission of the Austin Public Library is “to provide open 
access to information and to promote literacy, love of reading, and lifelong 
learning opportunities for all members of the community.” Wired for Youth 
(WFY) is an after-school dropin program aimed at providing computers to 
youth in or near low-income areas in selected library branches. The goal 
of the program is to provide facilitated Internet and computer access to 
Austin youth, in particular those at-risk. WFY is a nonstructured computer 
technology program for young teens and preteens based on computer self- 
use. The WFY computers, located in public spaces in branch libraries, are 
designated for youth use, only. Computers are loaded with kid-friendly ed- 
ucational software and Internet sites and computer games. They are avail- 
able on a first-come, first-served basis and use is generally limited to thirty 
minutes due to heavy demand. 
WFYlibrarians provide basic technology skills, use technology as a tool 
to help make students feel comfortable in the library, make the library a 
warm, inviting place, and provide a place for homework and access to tu- 
toring assistance in most branches. Each librarian acts as a facilitator, a ref- 
erence librarian, and an educator (primarily for one-on-one, as-needed 
instruction). WEY librarians help students configure e-mail accounts and 
enroll in virtual pen pal programs with kids in other countries, conduct 
selected training sessions, showcase student work, engage in a variety of 
trust-building activities, and help students complete small tasks with attain- 
able goals on the computer. WFYstaff “triage” children coming through the 
door after school, directing them to various activities, and developing ac- 
tivities for students who are waiting for computers. 
Flint. Flint, MI, is a rust-belt community that has experienced economic 
downturns in recent decades, including the exit of the city’s major employ- 
er, General Motors. The city and school system struggle with scarce re- 
sources because of the declining tax base. The city is about 53 percent Af-
rican American, 41 percent white. Community Information Agents Online 
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(CIAO), an intensive after-school community technology program requir- 
ing five to six hours per week for the school year, sought to foster teen civ- 
ic engagement by giving the teen participants the skills they needed to help 
a community organization as it developed a Web presence. Thus, students 
needed to increase both their knowledge of the community and develop a 
range of technology skills. To do this, participant3 were required to spend 
one afternoon a week and a Saturday morning engaged in active learning 
and site development. 
By the end of the program (an academic year), teenagers had adopt- 
ed an array of computing technologies to support their project work. Hard- 
ware, like digital cameras and scanners, and software, including word pro- 
cessors, graphics editors, browsers, and Web page editors, were among the 
tools the teenagers used each session. Students were expected to gain the 
skills needed to develop the content for a Web site by working with a com- 
munity organization to interview staff and edit content based on staff in- 
put. The program focused on positive aspects of their community and en- 
couraged students to learn more about their community and seek out 
community assets. Flint Public Library staff held periodic public celebra- 
tions designed to foster pride, self-confidence, and presentation skills of the 
participants as well as to have them exhibit their work. Students and staff 
invited parents, nonprofit organizations, local community leaders, and the 
local news media, including the local television station, to these events that 
were always accompanied by refreshments. Students had opportunities to 
present their work briefly to the entire group and demonstrate it at one of 
the computer stations in the lab. 
Candidate Outcomes for Youth. This study of after-school community tech- 
nology programs in Flint and Austin shows that such public library programs 
can have strong impacts on the young people who use them that go well 
beyond the technology skills the participants initially seek. Given the dif- 
ferences in the models and the fact that in determining program impact a 
one-size-fits-all approach does not apply, outcomes are similar, but not the 
same. They may vary both in kind and intensity while the overall framework 
may be similar. 
Austin Candidate Outcomes. WM Centers have become a “safe place” for  
kids after school, and many stay until the library closes. Youth interviewed 
at the library told us how much they valued the library as a safe, welcom- 
ing place where they could do homework, work and play on the comput- 
ers, and workwith others. Youth reported that they had increased their tech-
nology skills. Participating in WFYhas given Austin children the opportunity 
to increase their communication and self-expression skills, and has fostered their 
ability to learn.Perception and attitude changes such as increasing trust of library 
staff are also important outcomes of this program. For kids who have neg- 
ative perceptions of adults in their lives, changed perceptions are necessary 
before they can trust an adult. WFY librarians noticed that over time the 
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program heyed build the confidence of some children and broaden children ’s 
world-view. This research showed that some benefits extend btyond the partici- 
pant to families and friends. 
Flint Candidate Outcomes. The teens that participated in the communi- 
ty technology program in Flint gained an extensive range of technology skills. 
Gaining these skills provided these teens with a personal cache and recog- 
nition. Likewise they developed communication skills, including the ability 
to express themselves and to communicate more efyectively with people they 
didn’t know well. Flint CIAO participants made a variety of learning gains. 
Participants became actively engaged in their own learning and gained knowl- 
edge of their community. Building on the previous gains it appears that some 
participants became more actively engaged. CIAO staff and participants both 
noted changes inparticipant perceptions and attitudes. Leaders noticed increas- 
ing youth trust in staff. Participants, in addition, developed a sense of respon- 
sibility for their work and showed pride in their accomplishments. Partici- 
pants and staff noted changes in their social behavim and building social capital. 
These changes can be seen in new social patterns of engagement, relation- 
ship-building, and expanding social networks. Participants valued the net- 
works of the librarians in the community. The fact that students were asso- 
ciated with the library opened doors to community organizations generally 
closed to teenagers. Finally, a group of family and community outcomes, includ-
ing sharing of knowledge gains with family members, teachers, and others, 
appear to extend beyond the teens to their families and neighborhoods. 
Peninsula Library System’s Community Information Program Infomation 
and Refmal Smice 
The Community Information Program Model. The Peninsula Library Sys- 
tem (PLS) ,headquartered in San Mateo, CA,is a consortium of thirty-four 
public and community college libraries that serve multiple communities 
in the area. Its mission states that PLS “strengthens local libraries through 
cooperation, enabling them to provide better service to their diverse com- 
munities.” PLS’s twenty-five-year-old Community Information Program 
(CIP) seeks to provide accurate and up-to-date information to social ser- 
vice agencies and library staff through its database and a variety of pub- 
lications. The database contains over 3,000 detailed profiles and contact 
information for nonprofit and government agencies in the county that 
provide direct services to the public. CIP’s primary clientele are the social 
service agencies who use either the database or the many specialized pub- 
lications and services, such as customized map development, developed 
by CIP staff. Relationships with the clientele have developed over time and 
agencies indicate that CIP provides them with both community informa- 
tion and the ability to disseminate information about their own agency’s 
activities to potential clientele. CIP is staffed by a group of librarians who 
work for the Peninsula Library System, but are housed with other county 
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human service agencies, providing the benefits of proximity between staff 
and clientele. CIP staff focus both on database development and maintain- 
ing contact with their clientele; they work collaboratively with many com- 
munity organizations. Staff skills include: public speaking skills and train- 
ing abilities; some staff have gained skills in the use of special purpose 
software such as geographic information systems (CIS). In addition to pro- 
viding products and services directly related to the database, CIP has tak- 
en a leadership role as an information provider within the nonprofit com- 
munity. CIP hosts regular meetings for service providers to meet and 
exchange ideas and regular training sessions to orient nonprofit staff to 
community resources. 
Candidate Outcomes for Community Organizations. A synergistic cycle of 
community outcomes appears to result from the carefully crafted strategies 
and activities devised by CIP starting with the solid framework which rests 
on the CIP community information database. The reliable and up-to-date 
information provided by the CIP and the connections that the program 
makes between community organizations lead to larger outcomes. The 
research team identified six categories of impact on area human services 
organizations, starting with the most basic-increased knowledge of the commu-
nity. This gain is the direct result of a variety of information products that 
result from the major CIP database. Secondly, CIP staff foster shared infor- 
mation and increased communication. Information-sharing and its corollary, 
increased communication among organizations, are fostered through a 
variety of CIP outreach mechanisms such as orientation sessions and bi- 
monthly meetings. These and additional organization development activi- 
ties, in turn, lead to the third group of outcomes, increased coordination and 
collaboration among the target organizations in the community. It is not 
surprising that the fourth and fifth categories-increased organizationalca-
pacity and the resulting improved delivery ofsmices-show a synergy that builds 
on the more basic strategies, and, of course, the resulting outcomes. Final- 
ly, it appears that these outcomes lead to a community-wide set of impacts; 




Contextual approaches based on qualitative studies, as we have seen 
above, produce rich outcomes. The outcomes discussed above represent 
only some of those identified through this IMLS-funded research. A theme 
that crossed case studies showed that librarians act to bvidge the digztal divide 
and increase technological literacy, and in addition facilitate a variety of person- 
al efJicacy and affective outcomes, including general life improvements, confi- 
dence-building, a changed outlook on life and future prospects, feelings 
of accomplishment and hope, and changes in the use of time and resources. 
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In addition to the community-focused outcomes explored above, we have 
found that community networks bring similar empowering benejits for  organi- 
zations that reach and serve a variety of audiences (Durrance & Pettigrew, 
2001; Durrance & Fisher-Pettigrew, 2002). Other studies have shown that 
many libraries contribute job-related benejts to citizens (Durrance, 1993, 
1994).The recent book Libraries and Democracy focuses extensively on the 
roles that libraries and librarians play in a civil society including identify- 
ing examples that show how libraries contribute to increased civic participa- 
tion and changes in social and community connections (Kranich, 2001). The 
Counting on Results study, based on librarian-suggested outcomes, iden- 
tified some viable outcomes of public library service responses (Steffen et 
al., 2002; Steffen & Lance, 2002; Lance et al., 2002). 
The initial work done in this area has only begun to identify outcomes 
that reflect the contributions of public libraries. Most of the impacts of 
public library services remain largely undocumented, and research that 
focuses on the differences that libraries and librarians make in their com- 
munities is at the stage that research on the reference interaction was in 
the early 1970s.At the beginning stages of research on reference, no one 
could have predicted how it would build on itself, resulting in the rich and 
varied contributions that research has made to understanding that seem- 
ingly simple interaction. Had some external factor frozen this research on 
the reference interaction at that time, researchers and the profession would 
not have the rich knowledge base that has built up over the past thirty years. 
However, pressures for immediate accountability, discussed early in this 
article, do exist; these accountability pressures and the need to codify out- 
comes could serve to limit the move toward further identification of impacts 
that will make sense to citizens, policy-makers, and social science research- 
ers. Decision-makers must resist a rush to develop a comprehensive “set” 
of outcomes that can be tested across libraries and instead focus on help-
ing librarians more effectively identify and articulate both their value and 
the contributions of the institution. This of course will also mean testing 
candidate outcomes that will reflect the contextual factors of importance 
to specific services at the local level. Likewise, librarians must immediately 
take action to understand the new evaluation environment and the value 
of determining the outcomes of their ser~ices .~ 
Researchers and librarians will need to work together to articulate the 
outcome patterns that occur across services and to assist in the important 
definition and conceptual development likely to occur as librarians’ accep- 
tance and use of this approach to evaluation grows. Academic librarians 
seeking to determine the impact of library services and information litera- 
cy approaches have already begun to move into this stage of development. 
Public library researchers and librarians should be prepared to move into 
a period of “develop[ing] definitions and concepts that support more ef- 
fective communication and use” of outcomes such as described by Kyrilli- 
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dou (2002).This period will be followed by more research aimed at iden- 
tifylng relevant outcomes that actually build on previous work; this will likely 
be followed, as Kyrillidou suggests, by definition tightening, testing, and 
honing data collection approaches. It is difficult at this stage to predict the 
trajectory of this research. If it is shaped by external frameworks that speak 
to decision-makers, government agencies, researchers, and citizens as dis- 
cussed in the article's opening paragraphs, there is more chance the re- 
search will provide librarians with the tools they need to determine and 
articulate their contributions and those of libraries. 
NOTES 
1. For more information about this research, see: http://www.si.umich.edu/libhelp/. 
2. 	 The coauthor of this paper has also published under the name of Karen E. Pettigrew. 
3. 	 Evanston Public Library. http://www.evanston.lib.il.us/library/mission-statement.html. 
4. Boulder Public Library, http://www.boulder.lib.co.us/general/annual/1999/mission.hlml. 
5. 	Los Angeles Public Library http://inside.lapl.org/manuals/StrategicPlan.pdf. 
6. 	See: http://www.sztaki.hu/conferences/deval/. 
7. 	 These tools, entitled Putting outcome evaluation in context: A toolkit, can be found on the 
Internet. See: http://www.si.umich.edu/libhelp/toolkit/index.html. 
8. 	 See http://www.si.umich.edu/libhelp/ for additional case studies, methodological a p  
proaches, and related articles. 
9. 	 Putting outcome waluation in context: A toolkit, http://www.si.umich.edu/libhelp/toolkit/ 
index.html, provides an introduction to outcome evaluation aswell as a multistep approach 
to identifying outcomes in a particular setting using contextual approaches. 
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